Two dot arrays, each containing a different set of 6 randomly selected locations from a 5x5 matrix, were presented briefly and separated by an inter-stimulusinterval (ISI) of 0, 200, 500, or 1500ms. Subjects were asked to remember these locations and to report whether a probe dot matched the memory locations. To find out whether subjects formed an integrated representation of the two arrays, the probe dot was accompanied by matrix elements from the first array, from the second array, or from both arrays. Memory for array 1 was significantly impaired when the retrieval context was drawn from array 2, and vice versa, suggesting that the two arrays were represented separately. This effect was observed only at an ISI of 500ms or longer. We propose that as array 1 is better consolidated, it representation becomes more separated from that of array 2.
An important challenge confronting the human visual system during natural viewing is to extract complex visual information and to retain it momentarily. A lot of vision research has focused on how the visual system perceives objects and scenes (Palmer, 1999) , and how such information is retained in visual short-term memory (Intraub, 1997; Jiang, Olson, & Chun, 2000; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Phillips, 1974; Rensink, O'Regan, & Clark, 1997; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002) . Recent studies suggest that approximately four visual objects or six spatial locations can be stored in VSTM simultaneously (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Pashler, 1988) . More features can be stored in VSTM if they conjoin to form integrated objects than if they are separate (Lee & Chun, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Olson & Jiang, 2002; Xu, 2002; Wheeler & Treisman, 2001 ). These studies have focused on the representation of a single visual display in VSTM. However, visual events evolve over time. Many cognitive activities, such as driving and team sports, rely on our ability to extract and retain information from multiple, successively occurring displays. In this study we ask how two sequential arrays, separated by a variable inter-stimulus-interval (ISI), are represented in VSTM. Specifically, are two sequential arrays represented as an integrated image or as separate images?
Past research on the integration of visual information suggests that when the stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) between two briefly presented visual arrays is within about 50ms, the two arrays are perceived as an integrated image (Di Lollo, 1980; Phillips, 1974) . This is because the leading array leaves an iconic memory (Sperling, 1960 ) that becomes integrated with the percept of the trailing array. However, as the SOA increases, the sensory memory of the leading array decays so only a smaller amount of information, in a more abstract format, is retained in the visual short-term memory (VSTM).
Like verbal STM, visual STM retains information about temporal sequences (Logie, 1995) . For example, in a task known as the Corsi blocks, De Renzi and Nichelli (1975) pointed to a sequence of nine blocks arranged randomly on a board. Their subjects were able to recall the sequence of blocks with some success. In another task, subjects were also able to judge whether two visual sequences, each involving a dot jumping from one location to another, were identical or different in the sequence of presentation (Logie & Marchetti, 1991) . These studies, however, have presented only a single location on each temporal frame. When information presented per array increases in complexity, such as when each array was a complex visual pattern, subjects' recall of a series of patterns showed a dramatic recency effect, limited to the last pattern (Phillips & Christie, 1977) or to the last three (Broadbent & Broadbent, 1981 ).
An important difference between the studies on sequential retention of visual information and the more recent studies on simultaneous retention is that each temporal frame in the sequential studies contains either an isolated location or a single visual pattern, whereas the latter studies employ multiple, separate objects or locations on a visual array. It is unclear whether we hold separate representations for successive arrays, each containing multiple, separate locations, or combine them to form an integrated image.
In this article we ask whether or not the two arrays are represented as one combined image in VSTM, when the ISI between the two arrays vary between 0 and 1,500ms. Our approach relies on the observation that humans represent not only isolated visual objects and locations, but also the context within which the objects are presented (Biederman, 1972; Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982) . For example, visual search for a conjunction target is facilitated if the target is presented within an old, repeated configuration than when it is presented within new distractor locations (Chun & Jiang, 1998) . Contextual influence is revealed not only when a display was repeated many times before, but also when a display is seen only once, as described below.
Retrieval from VSTM is severely disrupted by probe displays that form a configuration different from the memory display (Jiang et al., 2000) . For example, suppose subjects are presented with a memory display that occupies a random set of locations, say, locations 1 through 8. If the probe display also contains items at locations 1 through 8 and subjects are asked whether location 8 is one of the memory locations, performance would be quite good. In contrast, if the probe display contains items at locations 8 through 15, subjects would be close to chance to say that location 8 is among one of the memory locations. Contextual items facilitate VSTM retrieval if they match memory encoding, and they severely disrupt VSTM retrieval if they mismatch with encoding, which conforms to the encoding specificity hypothesis (Tulving, 1974) .
We rely on encoding specificity to test whether there is one integrated representation or two separate representations by the following reasoning. If there is one integrated representation of the combination, then a probe display containing all matrix elements presented in both arrays should match the memory representation, and a probe display containing some of the items should be less good, but would still provide decent cues for memory retrieval. In contrast, if the two arrays are represented separately, then a probe display containing the matrix elements presented in array 1 should interfere with memory retrieval for a target location from array 2, and vice versa. Thus, if the context of array 1 interferes with the retrieval of a target in array 2 and vice versa, then there are separate representations of the two arrays. If, instead, the context of array 1 does not interfere with the retrieval of a target in array 2 and vice versa, then the two arrays are integrated as one.
We presented subjects with two dot arrays, occupying two different sets of 6 locations in a 5x5 matrix. Each array was presented for 27ms, and the ISI between the two arrays varied as 0, 200, or 500ms in Experiment 1a or 1,500ms in Experiment 1b. One second after the offset of array 2, a probe array was presented until a response was made. The probe array contained one dot marked by a red center and several unmarked dots. Subjects were asked to remember the spatial locations occupied by the first two arrays and to decide whether the marked dot was at a previously occupied location or at a previously empty location. The marked dot could fall at a previously empty location, at one of array 1's locations (25%) or at one of array 2's locations (25%). Subjects were not explicitly instructed to combine the two arrays, nor were they encouraged to hold separate representations of the two. However, subjects could potentially succeed in the experiment by forming a combined representation of the two arrays or by consulting an integrated image. Thus this allows us the possibility to observe integration as well as separation.
We used three types of probe context. Full context was the sum of all the matrix elements presented in both arrays. Array 1 context contained matrix elements presented in the first array. Array 2 context contained matrix elements presented in the second array. Figure 1 shows a schematic sample of a trial sequence, and different types of probe arrays. How would performance be affected by the mismatch between the first two arrays and the retrieval context? ______________________ Insert Figure 1 here ______________________ Method Participants: Twenty-four students from the Boston area participated in Experiment 1a, and seven students participated in Experiment 1b. Their ages ranged from 18 to 28. They all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and signed informed consent before the experiment. The only difference between the two experiments was the ISI.
Equipment: Participants were individually tested in a room with dim lighting. They viewed a computer screen from an unrestricted distance of about 57 cm, at which distance, 1cm corresponds to 1° visual angle.
Materials: Items (filled green circles, 0.8°x0.8°) were presented on a 5 x5 grid (9.4°x9.4°; background: midgray). Each trial started with the a fixation point for 400ms, followed by array 1 that filled 6 randomly selected cells for 27ms. A variable Inter-stimulus-interval (ISI: 0, 200ms, or 500ms for Experiment 1a, or 1,500ms for Experiment 1b) later another array of a new set of 6 locations were presented for 27ms. Subjects were asked to remember the locations filled by arrays 1 and 2. A retention interval of 1000ms later a probe display was presented. One of the items was the critical probe, indicated by a small red square at the center (0.5°x0.5°), the rest were contextual items. The task was to report whether the cued probe marked by the red square was at one of the memorized locations (press a left key) or at a previously blank location (press a right key). Subjects were simply told to remember the 12 locations and were not explicit asked to integrate them or to keep them separate. There were either 11 contextual items or 5 contextual items. The probe display was presented until response. Accuracy feedback, in the form of a happy or a sad face icon, immediately followed each response. One second later the next trial commenced.
Design: Subjects were tested in three types of probe displays: full probe, array 1 contextual probe and array 2 contextual probe. Some subjects were also tested with mixed probes containing half of each array, and others were tested with novel context containing previously unoccupied locations. Because these conditions were not diagnostic to the current question we shall not report them any further. The full probe contained all matrix elements presented in both arrays. The array 1 contextual probe contained matrix elements presented in array 1. The array 2 contextual probe contained matrix elements presented in array 2. There were 1/3 of trials in each of the three probe conditions.
The critical probe matched array 1 location on 25% of trials, matched array 2 location on 25% of trials, and matched neither on 50% of trials. For the latter trials, a random half was assigned to measure memory sensitivity for array 1 and another half were assigned to measure memory sensitivity for array 2.
ISI was 0, 200, or 500ms in Experiment 1a and 1,500ms in Experiment 1b. Each subject received 6 practice trials. In Experiment 1a, ten subjects received 288 experimental trials and fourteen received 360 experimental trials. In Experiment 1b, subjects completed 144 experimental trials. Results ______________________ Insert Figure 2 here ______________________ We calculated A' for each condition as a measure of subjects' memory sensitivity (Grier, 1971) . We also measured percent correct and d'. The overall pattern of results were the same whether A', percent correct, or d' were used. A' was preferred as a measure of memory accuracy (Donaldson, 1993) . Chance performance corresponds to an A' of 0.5 and perfect performance to 1.0. 1. Experiment 1a: ISI = 0, 200, or 500ms. Figure 2 shows the mean of the 24 subjects' A' values in Experiment 1a. Mean hits and false alarm rates are presented in the Appendix. In the following report we first describe the pattern of results at each ISI separately and then describe a direct comparison across ISIs. ISI = 0: Sensory integration. A MANOVA on array (whether probe was drawn from array 1 or array 2) and retrieval context (whether probe context was a full context, array 1 context, or array 2 context) revealed no significant effects for array, F(1, 23) = 2.66, p > .10, context, F(2, 46) = 1.52, p > .20, or their interaction, F(2, 46) < 1, ns. This suggests that the two arrays were represented as an integrated image, and hence performance was independent of which array was probed and which probe context was tested. A' tended to be the highest for the full context that matched exactly with the memory, although the difference was not significant (see also Jiang et al., 2000 , for a modest interference effect of a partial context). ISI = 200ms: Impaired consolidation of array 1. When the ISI increased to 200ms, a significant main effect of array was observed, F(1, 23) = 19.71, p < .001, with superior memory for array 2 over array 1. The main effect of retrieval context was not significant, F(2, 46) < 1, nor was the interaction effect, F(2, 46) < 1. Memory for array 1 was significantly above chance (p's < .01), but this representation did not interfere with the retrieval of array 2, nor did the representation of array 2 interfere with it (although there was a nonsignificant trend). This pattern is more consistent with an integrated representation than with two separate representations, although we cannot rule out the possibility that the separate representation of array 1 might be too weak to interfere with retrieval of array 2. ISI = 500ms: Separate representations of the two arrays. By an ISI of 500ms, the consolidation of array 1 had recovered considerably. Here we found a significant main effect of array, F(1, 23) = 17.85, p < .001, showing better memory for array 2 than array 1. The main effect of retrieval context was not significant, F(2, 46) < 1, ns, but the interaction between array and retrieval context was highly significant, F(2, 46) = 9.60, p < .001, revealing an encoding specificity effect. Planned contrasts showed that when memory for array 1 was probed, accuracy was higher if the contextual elements were from array 1 than if they were from array 2, t(23) = 2.47, p < .021. The opposite was true when memory for array 2 was probed, with higher accuracy for retrieval context 2 than for context 1, t(23) = 3.86, p < .001. This result suggests that there were separate representations of the two arrays.
ISI effect. The above analyses show that the representation of the two arrays changed from an integrated image to separate images as the ISI increased in time. Here we entered array (1 vs. 2), retrieval context (full context, array 1 or array 2 context), and ISI (0, 200, or 500) in a multivariate ANOVA. A significant three-way interaction was observed, F(4, 92= 2.65, p < .04, suggesting that the mismatch in retrieval context produced different effects at different ISIs. The main effect of array was significant, revealing better memory for array 2 than array 1, F(1, 23) = 27.31, p < .001. The main effect of retrieval context was not significant, F(2, 46) <1, n.s. The main effect of ISI was significant, F(2, 46) = 9.09, p < .001. However, ISI significantly interacted with array, F(2, 46) = 4.50, p < .016: although memory for array 1 was significantly influenced by ISI, F(2, 46) = 10.40, p < .001, memory for array 2 was not, F(2, 46) = 1.36, p > .25. The other interaction effects were not significant.
Experiment 1b: ISI = 1,500ms.
______________________ Insert Figure 3 here ______________________ Because combining two arrays into one integrated image may take 1,300ms (Brockmole, Irwin, & Wang, 2002) , we tested 7 subjects using an ISI of 1,500ms to find out whether subjects still retained separate representations at longer ISIs. Figure 3 shows the mean of the A' values. An ANOVA on array (array 1 vs. 2) and context (context 1 vs. 2) revealed a significant interaction, F(1, 6) = 22.92, p < .003. Memory for array 1 was higher when the contextual items on the display were drawn from array 1 than when they were drawn from array 2, t(6) = 3.86, P < .008, whereas memory for array 2 was higher when the probe context was from array 2 than from array 1, t(6) = -3.38, p < .015. Thus, subjects still maintained separate representations of the two arrays at an ISI of 1,500ms.
Discussion
In this study, we provide strong evidence that two visual arrays were held separately in VSTM. When the SOA between the two arrays was very short (within 100ms or so) the two arrays were integrated at the sensory level and the VSTM for the integrated image was quite good. As the SOA increased to intermediate levels (around 200ms), the first array was not successfully extracted. Its consolidation was impaired (Chun & Potter, 1995; Jiang, in press; Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992; Potter, 1976) . Memory for array 2, however, was unimpaired, suggesting that the interference between the two arrays was primarily retroactive. The consolidation of array 1 gradually improved as the SOA further increased. By 500ms, memory for array 1 had recovered significantly, although it still fell short of memory for array 2 or memory for array 1 at 0 ISI (F(1, 23) = 4.63, p < .042). As the ISI increased further to 1,500ms, memory for array 1 was still worse than memory for array 2, suggesting that the second array had a competitive advantage over the first to accessing VSTM. This study confirms that visual information is represented globally, relying on contextual elements (Chun & Jiang, 1998; Jiang et al., 2000) . Furthermore, it extends previous findings on encoding specificity to that of multiple arrays. We show here, for the first time, that it is possible to tap the representation of each array by retrieval cues that are consistent with that array. A retrieval cue that is consistent with all arrays combined facilitates memory retrieval if the arrays are represented as an integrated image, whereas a cue that is consistent with one array facilitates the retrieval of that particular array only when the arrays are represented as separate images. Our results also reveal that VSTM for complex visual arrays is not limited to the most recent presentation. This finding is more consistent with Broadbent and Broadbent (1981) 's observation than with Phillips and Christine (1977) 's observation on the VSTM capacity for sequential visual patterns.
In this study we found no evidence that two visual arrays became integrated in VSTM as the first array was more successfully extracted. A recent study by Brockmole et al. (2002) , however, reached an apparently different conclusion. In their study, Brockmole et al. (2002) presented subjects with 15 dots on a 4x4 grid matrix, 7 of which were presented on array 1 and the other 8 on array 2. Subjects were asked to detect the empty cell not occupied by either array. The authors found that performance improved gradually as the ISI increased from 100ms to 500ms, and reached asymptote at about 1,300ms. They suggested that such a long period of ISI was necessary for subjects to form a visual image for array 1 and to subsequently combine it with array 2.
Although our study used a similar presentation sequence and a similar range of ISIs as Brockmole et al.'s study, there are several important methodological differences that may explain the apparent discrepancy in conclusions. First, we used the encoding specificity effect to probe the underlying representation while Brockmole et al. tested integration based on subjects' ability to detect the empty cell. If subjects retained both the integrated representation and separate representations, then they would show a matching effect in our paradigm (supporting separate representation) but could still perform at above chance levels in the Brockmole et al.'s paradigm (supporting integration). Thus, our data alone do not necessarily eliminate the possibility of integration. It does show, however, that even if subjects had combined the two images, they did not lose the components from which the combination was derived. It further shows that in our paradigm, if there was an integrated image, it was much weaker at longer ISIs than at shorter ones.
A second difference between our study and Brockmole et al.'s study is that the empty-cell detection task places a higher demand on subjects to actively combine the two arrays whereas in our task we didn't place specific emphasis on integration. It is possible that subjects may rely on different strategies in the two paradigms. Informal observations suggest that in our paradigm subjects tried to remember all locations from both arrays and to compare the probe with the presented locations. However in the empty-cell detection task they tried to convert array 1 into its "negative" (i.e., the unoccupied locations) and compare the negative of array 1 with the dots on array 2. Future studies should directly test how the representation of images in VSTM may be influenced by strategy and task demands (see Jiang & Kumar, submitted) .
To summarize, as a visual image of array 1 becomes better consolidated, it also becomes increasingly separate from the representation of a trailing array. Our study suggests that a gradual build-up of array 1's representation might be necessary but is not sufficient for its integration with array 2. Determining whether two consolidated images can ever be fully integrated and lose their separate representations still require future investigation. The critical probe is cued by a small red square inside one of the dots. The unmarked dots are contextual elements, drawn array 1, array 2, or both arrays. In the experiment, half of the time memory for the first array was probed, and half of the time memory for the second array was probed. Figure 2 . Results from Experiment 1a. Left: A' for array 1 memory. Right: A' for array 2 memory. Consolidation of array 1 took at least 500 ms, as reflected by the increase in A' of array 1 from 200 to 500ms. Integration of the two arrays was perfect when ISI was zero, reflected by a lack of difference among different types of retrieval context. By 500ms the two displays were represented as separate images, revealed by a context effect (e.g., higher A' for array 1 if the probe contained array 1 context rather than array 2 context and vice versa). The error bar shows between-subject standard error. 
